bella is having a bad day everything is going wrong and all she can do is shout but bad days don’t last forever especially when mummy is there to hug you and love you anyway bella even learns that special word sorry readers will say yes yes yes from the moment bella wakes up her day goes wrong she hates her breakfast egg she won’t share she has a hurting foot her supper is too hot and her bath is too cold and then it’s no no no to bedtime but at last a yawn a story and a kiss from mother end the day with the promise of a cheerful tomorrow every parent teacher and caregiver will respond to this hilariously accurate portrait of one toddler with a case of the terrible twos bella wonders what baby brother bob is doing while she is hard at work at nursery a joyful tribute to fathers from the bestselling creators of hello lucky and authors of my mom is magical and you are fantastic is your dad cooler than a million popsicles tougher than a rhino wrestler cuddlier than a ton of bunnies celebrate all the things that make
dad amazing with this joyful book the christmas pageant doesn't go quite as planned in this fantastically funny holiday tale for the forgetful kid in all of us it's almost time for the nativity play and everyone has been practicing hard the narrators know their lines the important angel has brushed her hair and the audience is in their seats eagerly awaiting a special christmas performance but there's one cast member whose listening skills haven't exactly been the best and no one's expecting a spare shepherd to steal the show this boldly illustrated picture book is full of festive fun and a cheerful reminder that the unexpected can also be unexpectedly entertaining george is having one of those days one of those days where he shouts i will not play nicely i won't i can't i don't want to george's mum says there's a big bad mood hanging around him but george has never seen a big bad mood that is until today a gloriously clever tale about tempers tantrums and making amends for fans of my big shouting day but rebecca patterson it's bedtime brush your teeth snuggle down turn out the lights sleep not a chance it's lights out for a pair of boisterous brothers but when sheets can transform the boys into superheroes crazy slippers can turn them into dinosaurs and becoming a duvet slug is only a wriggle away there's far too much fun to be had to think about
sleeping there’s just one problem it’s a school night and mum’s not happy from the winner of the Roald Dahl Funny Prize comes a warm and witty look at the life of one special teddy bear. Travel with him as he comes from his factory to his first home from the charity shop to a new home but what can he do best when there are other bears who make themselves very useful? Indeed with a heartwarming story and tender illustrations Jeanette Bradley’s debut picture book Love Mama is perfect for Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day, and any day when a child needs a reminder of the strength of a mother’s love. When Mama leaves her young Penguin Kipling he knows she’ll return home soon yet he still can’t help but miss her after all pillow Mama won’t read, picture Mama won’t laugh and snow Mama is too cold to cuddle but then Kipling receives a special delivery from Mama including a note that reads, “My love for you stretches across the wide ocean through day and night from earth to sky and back again and Kipling knows that no matter where Mama is he is loved.” Soon Mama comes home and Kipling ends the day where he belongs right in her arms for twenty-two years.

Katherine Bouton had a secret that grew harder to keep every day. An editor at The New York Times at daily editorial meetings she couldn’t hear what her colleagues were saying she
had gone profoundly deaf in her left ear her right was getting worse as she once put it she was the kind of person who might have used an ear trumpet in the nineteenth century audiologists agree that we re experiencing a national epidemic of hearing impairment at present 50 million americans suffer some degree of hearing loss 17 percent of the population and hearing loss is not exclusively a product of growing old the usual onset is between the ages of nineteen and forty four and in many cases the cause is unknown shouting won t help is a deftly written deeply felt look at a widespread and misunderstood phenomenon in the style of jerome groopman and atul gawande and using her experience as a guide bouton examines the problem personally psychologically and physiologically she speaks with doctors audiologists and neurobiologists and with a variety of people afflicted with midlife hearing loss braiding their stories with her own to illuminate the startling effects of the condition the result is a surprisingly engaging account of what it s like to live with an invisible disability and a robust prescription for our nation s increasing problem with deafness a kirkus reviews best nonfiction book of 2013 celebrate st patrick s day in this installment of natasha wing s best selling series a fun read aloud sure to keep kids engaged and laughing
out loud it’s the night before St Patrick’s Day and Tim and Maureen are wide awake setting traps to catch a leprechaun when they wake the next morning to the sound of their dad playing the bagpipes and the smell of their mom cooking green eggs they’re shocked to find that they’ve actually caught a leprechaun but will they be able to find his pot of gold? Natasha Wing’s sweet story is once again told in verse to the same meter of Clement Moore’s classic.

Wemberly worried about everything big things, little things, and things in between then it was time for school to start and Wemberly worried even more if you ever worry or know someone who does this is the book for you an artful mixture of fantasy and reality humor and heart Maya was grumpy celebrates the power of imagination and humor to improve moods Maya wakes up on the wrong side of the bed tangled in her blanket and in a crispy cranky grumpy grouchy mood she doesn’t want to color or wear her favorite shorts or go outside to play what’s worse she’s determined to share her grumpiness with everyone as she glumps clumps and thumps around the house but when Maya growls at her grandmother she graciously takes Maya’s mood in stride and even has a solution Gramma suggests a series of unusual activities that Maya will probably not want to do since she’s feeling grumpy and
then dismisses her own silly suggestions before Maya can reject them. Children will find it hard to keep from smiling as they watch Maya's grouchiness dissolve into glee at Granna's giggle-inducing ideas while adults will find Granna's clever tactic a useful strategy to add to their repertoire when kids are grumpy. A hula hooping moose, a badger with a bumblebee umbrella, a rabbit in a cashmere sweater, and a very wet bear star in this unpredictable and laugh out loud picture book in which having fun gets the best of a grumpy bear. It looks like a wet and dreary day for Bear and his trio of friends. How could he possibly have fun when he is soaked, but Badger, Rabbit, and Moose don't seem to mind. In fact, Moose can still hula hoop and it looks like so much fun might be to try here. Is a story that shows that fun is not dependent on sunshine and blue skies; in fact, it might be more fun to be soaked. What is a family once it was said to be a father, mother, boy, girl, cat, and dog living in a house with a garden. But as times have changed, families have changed too, and now there are almost as many kinds of families as colours of the rainbow. From a mum and dad or single parent to two mums or two dads from a mixed race family to children with different mums and dads to families with a disabled member. Mary Hoffman takes a look through children's eyes at the
wide varieties of family life from homes food ways of celebrating
schools and holidays to getting around jobs and housework from
extended families languages and hobbies to pets and family trees
and she concludes that for most people their own family is the best
one of all with ros asquith s delightful pictures this book takes a
fresh optimistic look at families of today a message of
unconditional love through the seasons is wrapped in a warm and
exuberant picture book package i love you strong i love you small
together we have it all i love you wild i love you loud i shout it out
and i feel proud a sweet message of unconditional love follows a
bear and a bunny through their day this special picture book is
perfect for baby showers mother s day valentine s day and love all
year round from the author of the new york times bestseller fish in
a tree comes a compelling story about perspective and learning to
love the family you have delsie loves tracking the weather lately
though it seems the squalls are in her own life she s always lived
with her kindhearted grammy but now she s looking at their life
with new eyes and wishing she could have a regular family delsie
observes other changes in the air too the most painful being a
friend who s outgrown her luckily she has neighbors with strong
shoulders to support her and ronan a new friend who is caring and
courageous but also troubled by the losses he's endured as Ronan and Delsie traipse around Cape Cod on their adventures they both learn what it means to be angry versus sad broken versus whole and abandoned versus loved and that together they can weather any storm although it sometimes seems that parents are just there to boss their children around they are also good for many other things from mending toys kneecaps and clothing to telling bedtime stories a brilliantly original fairy tale twist from children's laureate and Charlie Lola creator Lauren Child rhyming text depicts the chaos caused by shouting at the zoo what should we do when things don't go to plan we may feel mad frustrated or overwhelmed but by talking it through compromising and seeing another point of view we can start fresh begin anew a group of kids express a multitude of feelings and discover they are not alone publisher's description David's teacher has her hands full from running in the halls to chewing gum in class David's high energy antics fill each schoolday with trouble and are sure to bring a smile to even the best behaved reader the deep end home to the best swimmers diving boards and the odd soggy plaster but is it true there's also a tunnel in the deep end that leads to the sea there's only one way to find out and it involves keeping your head down your bottom up
and not swallowing the pool full of humour and beautifully observed
children will love this wonderfully witty book from debut author
illustrator Rebecca Patterson on Earth Day we find ways to help the
Earth Trina plants trees with her class she forms an Earth Day Club
with her friends what can you do to make every day Earth Day do
your part to be a planet protector discover how to reduce reuse
recycle and more with Tyler and Trina in the Planet Protectors series
part of the Cloverleaf BookSTM Collection these nonfiction picture
books feature kid friendly text and illustrations to make learning fun
the Ladybird and her farm animal friends have a clever crime
busting plan in this fantastic farmyard story the second in the what
the Ladybird heard series Ashley loves her beautiful hair but
braiding it takes forever maybe Grandma can help it’s time for the
Five little ducklings to go to school four of the little ducklings shout
yippee hooray oh boy that’s cool the fifth little duckling sobs boo
hoo i won’t go to school i’m going to miss you but when Mama
reminds them even though we’ll be apart we’ll still be in each other’s heart the little ducklings go forth and soon discover school is
great Max is used to being called stupid and he is used to
everyone being scared of him on account of his size and looking
like his dad Kevin is used to being called dwarf and he is used to
everyone laughing at him on account of his size and being some
cripple kid but greatness comes in all sizes and together max and
kevin become freak the mighty and walk high above the world an
inspiring heartbreaking multi award winning international bestseller
now in board book a young girl and her mother shop to buy
ingredients for vegetable soup at home they work together step by
step to prepare the meal a little later the family sits down to enjoy
a special dinner melissa iwai s soup day celebrates the importance
of making a nutritious meal and sharing in the process as a family
a christy ottaviano book three time caldecott honor artist molly
bang s award winning book helps children and parents better
understand anger everybody gets angry sometimes and for
children anger can be very upsetting and frightening in this
caldecott honor book children will see what sophie does when she
gets angry parents teachers and children can talk about it people
do lots of different things when they get angry what do you do the
townspeople of squawk valley try to trick a turkey into being their
thanksgiving dinner but are frustrated in their efforts when the
turkey tricks them instead an instant new york times bestseller a
read with jenna today show book club pick brave fresh
unforgettable the new york times book review a celebration of girls
who dare to dream imbolo mbue author of behold the dreamers
oprah s book club pick shortlisted for the desmond elliott prize and
recommended by the new york times marie claire vogue essence
popsugar daily mail electric literature red stylist daily kos library
journal the everygirl and read it forward the unforgettable inspiring
story of a teenage girl growing up in a rural nigerian village who
longs to get an education so that she can find her louding voice
and speak up for herself the girl with the louding voice is a
simultaneously heartbreaking and triumphant tale about the power
of fighting for your dreams despite the seemingly insurmountable
obstacles in her path adunni never loses sight of her goal of
escaping the life of poverty she was born into so that she can build
the future she chooses for herself and help other girls like her do
the same her spirited determination to find joy and hope in even
the most difficult circumstances imaginable will break your heart
and then put it back together again jenna bush hager on the today
show even as adunni shows us how one courageous young girl
can inspire us all to reach for our dreams and maybe even change
the world ed is no ordinary giraffe in fact his keeper at the zoo
calls him the special one as well as having an extraordinarily long
neck which is inclined to become tangled and a photo friendly
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smile he is extremely intelligent in this book ed breaks out from the
zoo and journeys through the great city of london where he meets
some surprising people and has many fun packed adventures
before realising that fun is not always enough in this first book find
out what happens when he meets the royal family saves a sporting
event discovers his voice and then secures the future of the zoo all
before bedtime ed s adventures are supported by beautiful and
funny illustrations providing opportunities for engagement and
learning fascinating facts about giraffes and london emerge as ed
gambols from place to place david explores his world using all of
his five senses i was in your shoes i was a parent looking for
answers these are the steps i took to find my superpowers now i
want to make it easy fun and inviting for you to take steps toward
becoming the parent that your kids need i want to inspire you you
have amazing kids i know i ve seen them in action they have
creative inspiring ideas your kids imaginations are the adult think
tanks of the future your kids are going to change the world i want
to help you peek your head above the drudgery and emotional
exhaustion of day to day parenting this is a call for parents to put
on their capes and learn to fly a spring themed board book that
includes easter eggs bunnies chicks and more while teaching
toddlers about basic shapes oval painted eggs hidden in the yard
circular chicks bouncing in spring meadows rectangular teeth on a
fluffy white bunny spreading spring time cheer to all help little ones
identify basic shapes while spreading some joy this spring in the
next book by author illustrator jill howarth laugh aloud humor
abounds when david can t resist bugging his big brother in this
funny romp david careens from one mischievous antic to the next
until he finally wins his brother s approval little brother antics have
never been so endearing or true to life david shannon s beloved
character in his bestselling book no david captures the attention
and hearts of young children as few characters can readers relish
david s exuberance defiance and wildly energetic curiosity and
when there s trouble you can bet david did it now he s taunting his
older brother by eating his halloween candy making a bathroom
mess and following him up the tree house you re too little won t
stop david s tricks in this all time read it again favorite with millions
of copies in print and four sequels no david hit the ground running
in 1998 and was a caldecott honor book a new york times best
illustrated book and a classic for 20 years based on a book the
author wrote and illustrated when he was five david captures the
timeless no no s familiar to every child grow up david is nothing
short of exhilarating the first in a fabulously funny and hugely commercial series about a dragon who has lost his flame but may just find fire elsewhere perfect for fans of the dinosaur that pooped series sir wayne s dragon has lost his flame are his teeth too clean is his tongue too pink perhaps his diet is to blame not to worry sir wayne has a meal plan of epic proportions including a big lump of lava one burning bush some sparklers and fireworks the ones that go whoooosh oh and one very mouldy old piece of cheese almost as green as the snot from a sneeze what could possibly go wrong a hilarious and dynamic character driven picture book with a truly explosive ending from the hugely exciting new picture book talent beach piggie celebrates her favorite day of the year but gerald the elephant is sad thinking that he cannot join the fun a child reminds everyone to embrace their own special something in this joyful expression of self love when a drawing of a little girl comes to life she boldly declares that she doesn t want to be erased or put into a picture that doesn t feel like her true self instead she decides to speak up in a powerful way and she has some words of advice embrace what you have love yourself and rock what ya got in this affirmation of self identity and girl power a child s memorable mantra offers a timeless lesson reminding readers of all ages
backgrounds and abilities that it's okay to be yourself bold illustrations from Kerascoët Malala's Magic Pencil bring the engaging story to life
My Big Shouting Day 2012

bella is having a bad day everything is going wrong and all she can do is shout but bad days don’t last forever especially when mummy is there to hug you and love you anyway bella even learns that special word sorry

My No No No Day 2012-04-26

readers will say yes yes yes from the moment bella wakes up her day goes wrong she hates her breakfast egg she won’t share she has a hurting foot her supper is too hot and her bath is too cold and then it’s no no no to bedtime but at last a yawn a story and a kiss from mother end the day with the promise of a cheerful tomorrow every parent teacher and caregiver will respond to this hilariously accurate portrait of one toddler with a case of the terrible twos

My Busy Being Bella Day 2013

bella wonders what baby brother bob is doing while she is hard at work at nursery
My Dad Is Amazing 2018-04-03

a joyful tribute to fathers from the bestselling creators of hello lucky and authors of my mom is magical and you are fantastic is your dad cooler than a million popsicles tougher than a rhino wrestler cuddlier than a ton of bunnies celebrate all the things that make dad amazing with this joyful book

The Christmas Show 2014-09-30

the christmas pageant doesn t go quite as planned in this fantastically funny holiday tale for the forgetful kid in all of us it s almost time for the nativity play and everyone has been practicing hard the narrators know their lines the important angel has brushed her hair and the audience is in their seats eagerly awaiting a special christmas performance but there s one cast member whose listening skills haven t exactly been the best and no one s expecting a spare shepherd to steal the show this boldly illustrated picture book is full of festive fun and a cheerful reminder that the unexpected can also be unexpectedly entertaining
The Big Bad Mood 2017-06-01

gorge is having one of those days one of those days where he shouts i will not play nicely i won t i can t i don t want to gorge s mum says there s a big bad mood hanging around him but gorge has never seen a big bad mood that is until today a gloriously clever tale about tempers tantrums and making amends for fans of my big shouting day but rebecca patterson

Not on a School Night! 2012

it s bedtime brush your teeth snuggle down turn out the lights sleep not a chance it s lights out for a pair of boisterous brothers but when sheets can transform the boys into superheroes crazy slippers can turn them into dinosaurs and becoming a duvet slug is only a wriggle away there s far too much fun to be had to think about sleeping there s just one problem it s a school night and mum s not happy
from the winner of the Roald Dahl Funny Prize comes a warm and witty look at the life of one special teddy bear. Travel with him as he comes from his factory to his first home, from the charity shop to a new home, but what can he do best when there are other bears who make themselves very useful indeed.

Love, Mama 2018-01-02

With a heartwarming story and tender illustrations, Jeanette Bradley’s debut picture book Love Mama is perfect for Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day, and any day when a child needs a reminder of the strength of a mother’s love. When Mama leaves her young Penguin Kipling, he knows she’ll return home soon, yet he still can’t help but miss her. After all, Pillow Mama won’t read, Picture Mama won’t laugh, and Snow Mama is too cold to cuddle. But then Kipling receives a special delivery from Mama, including a note that reads “My love for you stretches across the wide ocean through day and night from earth to sky and back again, and Kipling knows that no matter where Mama is, he is loved.” Soon, Mama comes home and...
for twenty two years katherine bouton had a secret that grew harder to keep every day an editor at the new york times at daily editorial meetings she couldn't hear what her colleagues were saying she had gone profoundly deaf in her left ear her right was getting worse as she once put it she was the kind of person who might have used an ear trumpet in the nineteenth century audiologists agree that we're experiencing a national epidemic of hearing impairment at present 50 million americans suffer some degree of hearing loss 17 percent of the population and hearing loss is not exclusively a product of growing old the usual onset is between the ages of nineteen and forty four and in many cases the cause is unknown shouting won't help is a deftly written deeply felt look at a widespread and misunderstood phenomenon in the style of jerome groopman and atul gawande and using her experience as a guide bouton examines the problem personally psychologically and physiologically she speaks with doctors audiologists and neurobiologists and with a variety of people afflicted with midlife
hearing loss braiding their stories with her own to illuminate the startling effects of the condition the result is a surprisingly engaging account of what it's like to live with an invisible disability and a robust prescription for our nation's increasing problem with deafness a Kirkus Reviews best nonfiction book of 2013

The Night Before St. Patrick's Day

2009-01-22

Celebrate St. Patrick's Day in this installment of Natasha Wing's best selling series. A fun read aloud sure to keep kids engaged and laughing out loud! It's the night before St. Patrick's Day and Tim and Maureen are wide awake setting traps to catch a leprechaun. When they wake the next morning to the sound of their dad playing the bagpipes and the smell of their mom cooking green eggs, they're shocked to find that they've actually caught a leprechaun! But will they be able to find his pot of gold? Natasha Wing's sweet story is once again told in verse to the same meter of Clement Moore's classic.
Wemberly Worried 2000-07-25

wemberly worried about everything big things little things and things in between then it was time for school to start and wemberly worried even more if you ever worry or know someone who does this is the book for you

Maya Was Grumpy 2015-03-15

an artful mixture of fantasy and reality humor and heart maya was grumpy celebrates the power of imagination and humor to improve moods maya wakes up on the wrong side of the bed tangled in her blanket and in a crispy cranky grumpy grouchy mood she doesn t want to color or wear her favorite shorts or go outside to play what s worse she s determined to share her grumpiness with everyone as she glumps clumps and thumps around the house but when maya growls at her grandmother she graciously takes maya s mood in stride and even has a solution gramma suggests a series of unusual activities that maya will probably not want to do since she s feeling grumpy and then dismisses her own silly suggestions before maya can reject them children will find it hard to keep from
smiling as they watch maya's grouchiness dissolve into glee at gramma's giggle inducing ideas while adults will find gramma's clever tactic a useful strategy to add to their repertoire when kids are grumpy

**Soaked! 2020-07-14**

a hula hooping moose a badger with a bumblebee umbrella a rabbit in a cashmere sweater and a very wet bear star in this unpredictable and laugh out loud picture book in which having fun gets the best of a grumpy bear it looks like a wet and dreary day for bear and his trio of friends how could he possibly have fun when he is soaked but badger rabbit and moose don't seem to mind in fact moose can still hula hoop and it looks like so much fun might bear like to try here is a story that shows that fun is not dependent on sunshine and blue skies in fact it might be more fun to be soaked

*The Great Big Book of Families*
what is a family once it was said to be a father mother boy girl cat and dog living in a house with a garden but as times have changed families have changed too and now there are almost as many kinds of families as colours of the rainbow from a mum and dad or single parent to two mums or two dads from a mixed race family to children with different mums and dads to families with a disabled member mary hoffman takes a look through children s eyes at the wide varieties of family life from homes food ways of celebrating schools and holidays to getting around jobs and housework from extended families languages and hobbies to pets and family trees and she concludes that for most people their own family is the best one of all with ros asquith s delightful pictures this book takes a fresh optimistic look at families of today

I Love You Night and Day 2014-06-03

a message of unconditional love through the seasons is wrapped in a warm and exuberant picture book package i love you strong i love you small together we have it all i love you wild i love you
loud i shout it out and i feel proud a sweet message of
unconditional love follows a bear and a bunny through their day
this special picture book is perfect for baby showers mother's day
valentine's day and love all year round

Shouting at the Rain 2019-05-07

from the author of the new york times bestseller fish in a tree
comes a compelling story about perspective and learning to love
the family you have delsie loves tracking the weather lately though
it seems the squalls are in her own life she's always lived with her
kindhearted grammy but now she's looking at their life with new
eyes and wishing she could have a regular family delsie observes
other changes in the air too the most painful being a friend who's
outgrown her luckily she has neighbors with strong shoulders to
support her and ronan a new friend who is caring and courageous
but also troubled by the losses he's endured as ronan and delsie
traipse around cape cod on their adventures they both learn what it
means to be angry versus sad broken versus whole and
abandoned versus loved and that together they can weather any
storm
*Meet the Parents 2014-05-06*

although it sometimes seems that parents are just there to boss their children around they are also good for many other things from mending toys kneecaps and clothing to telling bedtime stories

*Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Book? 2012*

a brilliantly original fairy tale twist from children s laureate and charlie lola creator lauren child

*Never, Ever Shout in a Zoo 2008-12-14*

rhyming text depicts the chaos caused by shouting at the zoo

*Big Feelings 2021-05-13*

what should we do when things don t go to plan we may feel mad frustrated or overwhelmed but by talking it through compromising and seeing another point of view we can start fresh begin anew a group of kids express a multitude of feelings and discover they are not alone publisher s description
David Goes to School 2016-07-26

david’s teacher has her hands full from running in the halls to chewing gum in class david’s high energy antics fill each schoolday with trouble and are sure to bring a smile to even the best bahaved reader

The Deep End 2011-05-06

the deep end home to the best swimmers diving boards and the odd soggy plaster but is it true there’s also a tunnel in the deep end that leads to the sea there’s only one way to find out and it involves keeping your head down your bottom up and not swallowing the pool full of humour and beautifully observed children will love this wonderfully witty book from debut author illustrator rebecca patterson

Earth Day Every Day 2017-08-01

on earth day we find ways to help the earth trina plants trees with her class she forms an earth day club with her friends what can you do to make every day earth day do your part to be a planet
protector discover how to reduce reuse recycle and more with tyler and trina in the planet protectors series part of the cloverleaf bookstm collection these nonfiction picture books feature kid friendly text and illustrations to make learning fun

*What the Ladybird Heard Next*

2022-04-12

the ladybird and her farm animal friends have a clever crime busting plan in this fantastic farmyard story the second in the what the ladybird heard series

*Braids! 2019-11-05*

ashley loves her beautiful hair but braiding it takes forever maybe grandma can help

*Five Little Ducklings Go To School*

2019-05-07

it s time for the five little ducklings to go to school four of the little
ducklings shout yippee hooray oh boy that s cool the fifth little duckling sobs boo hoo i won t go to school i m going to miss you but when mama reminds them even though we ll be apart we ll still be in each other s heart the little ducklings go forth and soon discover school is great

Freak the Mighty 2015-04-01

max is used to being called stupid and he is used to everyone being scared of him on account of his size and looking like his dad kevin is used to being called dwarf and he is used to everyone laughing at him on account of his size and being some cripple kid but greatness comes in all sizes and together max and kevin become freak the mighty and walk high above the world an inspiring heartbreaking multi award winning international bestseller

Soup Day: A Board Book 2017-10-31

now in board book a young girl and her mother shop to buy ingredients for vegetable soup at home they work together step by step to prepare the meal a little later the family sits down to enjoy a special dinner melissa iwai s soup day celebrates the importance
of making a nutritious meal and sharing in the process as a family

When Sophie Gets Angry – Really, Really Angry

three time caldecott honor artist molly bang’s award winning book helps children and parents better understand anger everybody gets angry sometimes and for children anger can be very upsetting and frightening in this caldecott honor book children will see what sophie does when she gets angry parents teachers and children can talk about it people do lots of different things when they get angry what do you do

A Plump and Perky Turkey

the townspeople of squawk valley try to trick a turkey into being their thanksgiving dinner but are frustrated in their efforts when the turkey tricks them instead
The Girl with the Louding Voice

2021-02-23

an instant new york times bestseller a read with jenna today show book club pick brave fresh unforgettable the new york times book review a celebration of girls who dare to dream imbolo mbue author of behold the dreamers oprah s book club pick shortlisted for the desmond elliott prize and recommended by the new york times marie claire vogue essence popsugar daily mail electric literature red stylist daily kos library journal the everygirl and read it forward the unforgettable inspiring story of a teenage girl growing up in a rural nigerian village who longs to get an education so that she can find her louding voice and speak up for herself the girl with the louding voice is a simultaneously heartbreaking and triumphant tale about the power of fighting for your dreams despite the seemingly insurmountable obstacles in her path adunni never loses sight of her goal of escaping the life of poverty she was born into so that she can build the future she chooses for herself and help other girls like her do the same her spirited determination to find joy and hope in even the most difficult circumstances imaginable
will break your heart and then put it back together again jenna
bush hager on the today show even as adunni shows us how one
courageous young girl can inspire us all to reach for our dreams
and maybe even change the world

Ed's Great Escape 2020-11-26

ed is no ordinary giraffe in fact his keeper at the zoo calls him the
special one as well as having an extraordinarily long neck which is
inclined to become tangled and a photo friendly smile he is
extremely intelligent in this book ed breaks out from the zoo and
journeys through the great city of london where he meets some
surprising people and has many fun packed adventures before
realising that fun is not always enough in this first book find out
what happens when he meets the royal family saves a sporting
event discovers his voice and then secures the future of the zoo all
before bedtime ed s adventures are supported by beautiful and
funny illustrations providing opportunities for engagement and
learning fascinating facts about giraffes and london emerge as ed
gambols from place to place
David Smells! 2005

david explores his world using all of his five senses

Laugh More, Yell Less 2015-04-14

i was in your shoes i was a parent looking for answers these are the steps i took to find my superpowers now i want to make it easy fun and inviting for you to take steps toward becoming the parent that your kids need i want to inspire you you have amazing kids i know i ve seen them in action they have creative inspiring ideas your kids imaginations are the adult think tanks of the future your kids are going to change the world i want to help you peek your head above the drudgery and emotional exhaustion of day to day parenting this is a call for parents to put on their capes and learn to fly

The Shapes of Spring 2020-03-03

a spring themed board book that includes easter eggs bunnies chicks and more while teaching toddlers about basic shapes oval painted eggs hidden in the yard circular chicks bouncing in spring
meadows rectangular teeth on a fluffy white bunny spreading spring time cheer to all help little ones identify basic shapes while spreading some joy this spring in the next book by author illustrator jill howarth

**Grow Up, David! 2018-08-28**

laugh aloud humor abounds when david can’t resist bugging his big brother in this funny romp david careens from one mischievous antic to the next until he finally wins his brother’s approval little brother antics have never been so endearing or true to life david shannon’s beloved character in his bestselling book no david captures the attention and hearts of young children as few characters can readers relish david’s exuberance defiance and wildly energetic curiosity and when there’s trouble you can bet david did it now he’s taunting his older brother by eating his halloween candy making a bathroom mess and following him up the tree house you’re too little won’t stop david’s tricks in this all time read it again favorite with millions of copies in print and four sequels no david hit the ground running in 1998 and was a caldecott honor book a new york times best illustrated book and a
classic for 20 years based on a book the author wrote and illustrated when he was five david captures the timeless no no s familiar to every child grow up david is nothing short of exhilarating

The Dragon with the Blazing Bottom

2021-09-02

the first in a fabulously funny and hugely commercial series about a dragon who has lost his flame but may just find fire elsewhere perfect for fans of the dinosaur that pooped series sir wayne s dragon has lost his flame are his teeth too clean is his tongue too pink perhaps his diet is to blame not to worry sir wayne has a meal plan of epic proportions including a big lump of lava one burning bush some sparklers and fireworks the ones that go whoooosh oh and one very mouldy old piece of cheese almost as green as the snot from a sneeze what could possibly go wrong a hilarious and dynamic character driven picture book with a truly explosive ending from the hugely exciting new picture book talent beach
Happy Pig Day! 2016

piggie celebrates her favorite day of the year but gerald the elephant is sad thinking that he cannot join the fun

Rock What Ya Got 2018-09-25

a child reminds everyone to embrace their own special something in this joyful expression of self love when a drawing of a little girl comes to life she boldly declares that she doesn t want to be erased or put into a picture that doesn t feel like her true self instead she decides to speak up in a powerful way and she has some words of advice embrace what you have love yourself and rock what ya got in this affirmation of self identity and girl power a child s memorable mantra offers a timeless lesson reminding readers of all ages backgrounds and abilities that it s okay to be yourself bold illustrations from kerascoët malala s magic pencil bring the engaging story to life
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